
Every time we list a 
new project in the 
DEX, it burns the equi-
valent to $1,000 in 
JAMON, we also have 
burning options such 
as: IFOS, Lottery, Pre-
diction, Trading Com-
petition, NFT Mining, 
Roulette, etc...

The system of rewards 
and burning will make 
the creation of tokens 
go from 438 million 
per year to just 110 
million during the first 
12 months, to which 
burning will have to be 
subtracted.

After those 12 
months, the creation of 
tokens will be reduced 
to only 50 million, 
from which subtrac-
ting the burn, we will 
have a negative crea-
tion of tokens, that is, 
deflationary. Fewer 
and fewer tokens, 
more and more value.

Multicrosschain Implementation 
of advanced 
trading tools 

Allows users to operate on 
multiple networks and with 
multiple cryptocurrencies. Stop loss, take 

profit, limit order y 
apalancamiento…

Bonus contribution 
system
Reduces and even can-
cels the risk of imperma-
nent loss.Allows users to predict the 

price of an asset.

Up and Down 
prediction system*

To attract a higher volume 
of projects and users to our 
platform. As well as crea-
ting a NFT collection mining 
contract and its correspon-
ding marketplace, for the 
creation, purchase and sale 
of NFTs.

ILOS, IFOS and
ICOS contracts

So that users have 
more options where to 
invest their money.

Creation of 
new pairs of 
cryptocurrencies

To respect the liquidity of 
the JAMON governance 
token with reward
in J-Share.
J-Share: It is an ACTION of 
the DEX and distributes the 
benefits generated by the 
DEX among its holders
for life.
These tokens have a value 
and can be purchased and 
sell.

Delivery system
of liquidity 

The earnings generated for 
the platform is reinvested, 
improving profitability
for users.

Improved
treasury system

For the leverage of users, 
arbitration and creation 
of validator nodes in the 
Polygon network, achie-
ving greater security and 
decentralization of our 
native network.

Lending
platforms

Advanced burning 
systems

Welcome to the DEX of the future,
Welcome to JamonSwap

The reference DEX of the
POLYGON network!

¡JAMONSWAP

Mission: Improve traditional DEX´s with novel applications, burning systems, and
controlled issuance that guarantee the intrinsic value of the token in the long term.

Qualities
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*Some of the functions
are under development.


